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Lower exports up corn & wheat stocks, but S Am crop limit beans   

What’s Ahead   This year’s 6.7 mmt decline in S. American soy output from last fall’s USDA expectations re-
mains a significant factor for the world markets. The direction of this output and the impact of spring weather on 
America’s producers seeding decisions are some big market factors going forward. Hopefully, all parties in 
the US/China tariff negations know the importance of a deal needing to be done soon.  Hold sales. 

Market Analysis    
   The USDA had some unexpected surprises on their 
monthly supply/demand again this month. This time it 
was some bigger cuts in corn’s and wheat’s demand 
(primarily in US exports) that prompted this month’s high-
er than expected 2018/19 ending stocks levels. Interest-
ingly, the USDA did slice this year’s soybean stocks by 
upping the US crush outlook by 10 million bu., but the 
World Board’s limited reduction in Brazil’s crop size        
(-500,000 tons) vs. ideas of 1.5 to 2.0 mmt cut was a bit 
of a disappointment for many observers. 
   Despite the USDA slicing 75 million bu. from exports 
and 25 million from ethanol usage for this month’s 100 
million higher stocks, corn prices had a modest recovery 
after the numbers were released. A 1.25 mmt cut in 
corn’s ending stocks on higher world feed demand and 
prices being oversold (20 cents drop in prior 2 weeks) 
seem to be behind the relatively stable response to nega-
tive news. However, more focus on the poor planting sit-
uation in the Delta and the SE and excessive snow levels 
in the WCB; plus improving US/Chinese tariff news are 
likely needed for a big recovery,    . 
   In wheat, the USDA’s 35 million bu. export cut, 5 million 
lower food and 5 million higher imports on Friday’s up-
date jumped this year’s stocks 30-35 million over the  
trade’s pre-report average. However, the heavy pre-
report selling that pressured KC prices 41 cents lower in 
previous 2 weeks and the modest condition of the US 
winter wheat crop lead to a slightly higher close.  
   Rumors of 2 mmts of additional Chinese bean buys 
occurred on Thursday (664,000 tons announced over-
night) ahead of the USDA’s balance sheet changes, 
However, news reports of a possible snag developing 
over intellectual property & subsidies that may delay the 
final signing of an agreement past a previously suggest-
ed March 27 date limited the soy complex’s upside.   

      


